INSTRUCTOR : DAVID MALIN  
317-518-5060  

In-Person Classes Canceled Through August  

**BIRMINGHAM, AL**  
124 WEST PARK DR.  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35211  
INSTRUCTIONAL - JANUARY 11  
INSTRUCTIONAL - FEBRUARY 15  
INSTRUCTIONAL - MARCH 14  
INSTRUCTIONAL - APRIL 4  
INSTRUCTIONAL - MAY 16  
INSTRUCTIONAL - JUNE 13  
INSTRUCTIONAL - AUGUST 1  
INSTRUCTIONAL - DECEMBER 12  
CON ED TRAINING (C.E.T.S)- JUNE 27  
Come Prepared: Work boots, Long pants, PPE  
NO: Shorts; Flip-Flops; Tank Tops  

**ATLANTA, GA**  
6120 PURDUE Dr. SW  
ATLANTA, GA 30336  
INSTRUCTIONAL - JANUARY 11  
INSTRUCTIONAL - FEBRUARY 15  
INSTRUCTIONAL - MARCH 14  
INSTRUCTIONAL - APRIL 4  
INSTRUCTIONAL - MAY 16  
INSTRUCTIONAL - JUNE 13  
INSTRUCTIONAL - AUGUST 1  
INSTRUCTIONAL - DECEMBER 12  
CON ED TRAINING (C.E.T.S)- MAY 30  
Come Prepared: Work boots, Long pants, PPE  
NO: Shorts; Flip-Flops; Tank Tops  

**NIOTA, TN**  
1833 HIGHWAY 305 N  
(Exit 52 off I-75)  
NIOTA, TN 37826  
INSTRUCTIONAL - JANUARY 11  
INSTRUCTIONAL - FEBRUARY 15  
INSTRUCTIONAL - MARCH 14  
INSTRUCTIONAL - JUNE 13  
INSTRUCTIONAL - SEPTEMBER 12  
INSTRUCTIONAL - OCTOBER 10  
CON ED TRAINING (C.E.T.S)- APRIL 25  
CON ED TRAINING (C.E.T.S)- MAY 30  
CON ED TRAINING (C.E.T.S)- JUNE 27  
Come Prepared: Work boots, Long pants, PPE  
NO: Shorts; Flip-Flops; Tank Tops  

Apprentices are required 24 hours class time and 16 hours O.I.L.S per calendar year (Jan - Dec)